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Wolf Torn
Cooper never wanted to hear from his family again, until one day his father calls to announce
Cooper's on the hook for an arranged marriage to a local leopard shifter. He won't leave the
girl behind to end up trapped with one of his awful cousins, but he never expected to find his
mate the moment he lifts her veil. Jada would do anything to leave the compound where she
grew up, including marrying a complete stranger and a terrifying bear shifter. The marriage will
save the rest of the leopards, but after that, Jada won't look back. Even if the local wolf pack,
their mutual enemy, is hot on their heels as Cooper and Jada head west. When they attack
and Cooper is critically wounded, Jada digs deep to find the courage to stand on her own and
save them both. Pursued by the angry wolf pack and the ghosts of their pasts, Jada and
Cooper fight the outside world together even as they struggle to get to know each other. When
the wolves trap them and give Jada the chance to escape will she take it? Or is the safety of
Cooper's arms and the promise in his eyes enough to build a life on?

Last Wolf Standing
**She's desperate to sate her hunger. They're determined to possess her. Is she willing to give
up her freedom for a taste of passion?**Amara was content to live as a lone wolf, the only one
of her kind-or so she'd thought. Her world was flipped on its head when a strange man with a
familiar scent showed up at her work, demanding a private meeting. Desperate to find the mate
Luc had scented from four hundred miles away, he was shocked to find her living as a lone
wolf. Amaroki women were to be cherished and protected. What had happened to her family?
More importantly, how was he going to convince her to return to the reservation with him? And
how would his possessive brothers react when they found him with Amara? Amara couldn't
deny her attraction to the wolf-shifter named Luc, but she wasn't about to give up her career to
mate with him and his three brothers, no matter how hot and bothered he made her. When his
brothers arrived-tall, tanned, and virile-she could no longer deny her savage hunger for these
shifters. But how could she satisfy her desire and still maintain her independence with four
overbearing wolves around? And how would she bond and adapt to their lifestyle when she
couldn't shake her dark memories? More importantly, how would her mates react when they
learned of her past? Would they reject her, or would they risk their lives to seek vengeance on
those who've dishonored her?

Digging the Wolf
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"S[ourcebooks] paranormal romance"--Spine.

Wolf Freed
Unable to shift for three months, Mateo Cruz is going insane. His wolf has taken up residence
in his head, taunting him night and day with vividly violent and carnal thoughts. Convinced he's
cursed, he needs the help of a powerful witch to break the hex. But once he meets Evie
Savoie, he wants only one thing. Her.

Only Pretty Betas: A Shifter Paranormal Romance Series
Warrior Shawn McMannus only knows the fighting life. Whether it’s on the battlefield in Ireland
of the past or in the ring as part of an underground fight club in present-day New Hampshire,
he delivers a pounding to his opponents. Until his brother persuades him to try another way in
the werewolf-friendly woods of Vermont. The pull of the pack is strong even if becoming a
werewolf hadn’t been Shawn’s choice. Leaving the only lass to ever have cared for him,
however, was his choice. Sculptor Jessica Fairheart can’t understand why Shawn left. She’d
saved his life after a horrible accident, helped him recover from the loss of his leg, and loved
him more than she’d ever loved anyone else. None of that had stopped him from walking out
on her though. He probably would have ended up leaving anyway… if he had found out what
she was. Better to live without love and keep her secrets. When Shawn’s brother contacts
Jessica, she can’t resist going to Vermont to see Shawn. Maybe she can’t deny her feelings.
Maybe she just wants answers. Maybe she wants another chance, but does Shawn? Only an
angel can tame this wolf fighter… if he wants to be tamed at all.

In the Company of Wolves
This ends here. It ends with us. After seeing the horrors Strand inflicted in the name of
research, I thought they couldn't surprise me anymore. I was wrong. When we learn the truth
behind Doctor Shepherd's experiments, it changes everything. Armed with that knowledge, we
may finally have a way to end the Shifter Initiative once and for all. But even as we dig up
Strand's secrets and prepare for our final confrontation with them, I'm keeping a secret of my
own. From my pack, and even worse from my mates. When they find out what I've been hiding,
will I lose everything I've been fighting for? Wolf Claimed is the thrilling conclusion to The Last
Shifter series, a reverse harem story intended for ages 18+. This book contains strong
language, violence, sexual situations, and a fierce heroine who doesn't have to choose
between her men.

Lost Wolf
An erotically charged, addictive thriller from the future queen of suspense. Living in Toronto for
a year, Elena is leading the normal life she has always dreamed of, including a stable job as a
journalist and a nice apartment shared with her boyfriend. As the lone female werewolf in
existence, only her secret midnight prowls and her occasional inhuman cravings set her apart.
Just one year ago, life was very different. Adopted by the Pack when bitten, Elena had spent
years struggling with her resentment at having her life stolen away. Torn between two worlds,
and overwhelmed by the new passions coursing through her body, her only option for control
was to deny her awakening needs and escape. But now the Pack has called Elena home to
help them fight an alliance of renegade werewolves who are bent on exposing and annihilating
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the Pack. And although Elena is obliged to rejoin her "family," she vows not to be swept up in
Pack life again, no matter how natural it might feel. She has made her choice. Trouble is, she's
increasingly uncertain if it's the right one. An erotically charged thriller, Bitten will awaken the
voracious appetite of every reader, as the age-old battle between man and beast, between
human and inhuman forces, comes to a head in one small town and within one woman's body.
From the Paperback edition.

Last Wolf Watching
I wish this was our happily ever after. But it's not. My mates and I got what we wanted--we
found Rhys's sister. We should be celebrating, but the danger is far from over. Our welcome
into the Lost Pack was frosty at best, and tensions between old and new blood threaten to boil
over. Crammed too close together, trapped by our fear, we're hardly better off here than we
were at Strand. If my men and I can't unite the two packs, they'll tear each other apart before
Doctor Shepherd and his hunters even have a chance to find us again. I won't let that happen.
My wolf has claimed each of these four men. And the deeper I fall in love with them, the more
determined I am to create a real future for us. But to do that, I'm going to have to fully accept
the truth of who I am and what I am. Wolf Claimed is the third book in The Last Shifter series, a
reverse harem story intended for ages 18+. This book contains strong language, violence,
sexual situations, and a fierce heroine who doesn't have to choose between her men.

Wolf Hunted
Book three of Bloodrunners. There was nothing simple about what BrodyCarter had to do… With
any other woman, it would be. But not withMichaela Doucet. He barely knew the provocative
Cajun, but already herbeautiful face haunted his dreams. True, women like Michaela nevertook
an interest in guys like him—ones who were scared and bitterenough not to care what the world
thought about them. But that had nobearing now that he had to protect Michaela from the
Lycans who wantedher dead. Even if this decision would change his entire life. Even ifit was
pure madness. Brody had no other choice. He never had… A Wolf Shifter Romance. Previously
published.

Forever Wolf
Primal desire sets the New York Times bestselling Shifters Unbound series ablaze as two
fierce Shifters discover how enticing love can be with the thrill of the chase You can't outrun a
hunter like Angus Murray The last thing black wolf Shifter Angus Murray wants is to go chasing
down some fugitive Shifter woman for Shifter Bureau. But when a Bureau agent threatens
Angus's son, Angus will do anything it takes to track down the elusive Shifter and protect his
cub. You outfox him For twenty years Tasmin Calloway has been on the run, relying on her
street smarts and easy charm to sweet-talk her way out of trouble. She knows she should put
as much distance as possible between herself and the hot-bodied Angus. But she also longs to
let down her guard, to experience a true connection with another person. Yet, with tenuous
trust comes a companionship she never expected. And as the fragile link between them turns
to something more, Tamsin will have to break all her own rules and believe Angus will keep her
secrets--and her heart--safe.

Heart of the Wolf
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The wolves return in the highly anticipated conclusion to the Bad Wolf Chronicles by Tim
McGregor. Detective turned fugitive Lara Mendes struggles to contain the monster inside her
heart as she builds a new life for herself in New Mexico. Meanwhile in Portland, Amy Gallagher
is left traumatized after witnessing the horror that took her father’s life. Alerted to a series of
wolf attacks, Amy realizes that the nightmare is far from over. Returning to the primordial forest
where they last encountered the creatures, Lara and Amy track down a rogue wolf running
loose on a killing spree. What they uncover is a mysterious community that harbors a dark
secret to the curse that has devastated both of their lives. Bad Wolf 3, werewolves, homicide
detectives, weird Amish, horror

Alpha
That a woman who was his perfect match even existed. And that he'd find her in a bustling
cafe. Yet just the scent of sweet, mortal Torrance Watson ignited a driving, explosive need to
claim her that he knew his pack would never sanction. Worse, the rogue werewolf he'd been
hunting had sensed that attraction and made Torry his prey. Forced to safeguard her from this
ruthless assassin, who already posed a threat to his pack, Mason now faced the ultimate
challenge. Did he have the courage to cross the line by sealing the blood bond that would
make Torry his alone – a disloyalty few of his kind ever survived – or would he live an eternity
without love?

The Wolf Within
My job was clear. Find Nova Grey. Keep her safe. I’ve pledged my life to Wolfguard Security.
They took me in when I was lost. I’ve killed for them. Bled for them. Kept their secrets. There’s
nothing I wouldn’t do to serve this brotherhood. Then, a wildcat crossed my path. Nova’s the
last of her kind. A female jaguar. Hunted. On the run. Coveted by a rival pack, a secret
organization, and just about every other shifter on the planet. If any of them find her, they’ll try
to claim her. Own her. Bend her to their will. And I will destroy them all. Because Nova belongs
to me. My fated mate. Wanting her is dangerous. The last time I led with my heart, the woman I
loved got killed. I was younger then. I thought I was invincible. I’ll never make the same
mistake again. No matter how much Nova’s primal nature calls to mine. To save her life, I’ll
have to let her go. Try telling that to my wolf. Heart of the Wolf is a steamy standalone
paranormal romance novel featuring an All-Shifter security force. If you like sizzling chemistry,
fated mates, happily ever afters, and twists you won't see coming, then you'll love Kimber
White's passionate, action-packed story. Book Themes: wolf shifter romance, action adventure
romance, bodyguard, protector, alpha hero, elite security team, witches, wizards, magic,
paranormal romance, strong heroine, protective alpha male hero, jaguar shifter, woman in
jeopardy, woman in peril

Wolf Called
Glen Duncan delivers a powerful, sexy new version of the werewolf legend, a riveting and
monstrous thriller--with a profoundly human heart. Jake Marlowe is the last werewolf. Now just
over 200 years old, Jake has an insatiable appreciation for good scotch, books, and the
pleasures of the flesh, with a voracious libido and a hunger for meat that drives him crazy each
full moon. Although he is physically healthy, Jake has slipped into a deep existential crisis,
considering taking his own life and ending a legend that has lived for thousands of years. But
there are two dangerous groups--one new, one ancient--with reasons of their own for wanting
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Jake very much alive.

Alpha Wolf
They call him a monster. More wolf than man--more dangerous than any predator. They have
no idea. Joe Peluso has blood on his hands. He took out the mobsters responsible for killing
his foster brother, and that one act of vigilante justice has earned him countless enemies in
New York's supernatural-controlled underworld. He knows that shifters like him deserve the
worst. Darkness. Pain. Solitude. But meeting Nehamakes him feel human for the first time in
forever. Lawyer and psychologist Neha Ahluwalia knows Joe is guilty, but she's determined to
help him craft a solid defenseeven if she can't defend her own obsession. Just one look from
the wolf shifter makes her skin burn hot and her pulse race. When a payback hit goes wrong,
Neha's forced to make a choice: help Joe escape or leave him to his fate. Before long they're
on the run--from the monsters who want him dead, from their own traitorous hearts, and from
an attraction that threatens to destroy them.

Wolf Angel
There was one in each generation. Destined to leave their home, their coven, their way of life.
To fulfill the age-old treaty with the demons. A Sacrifice. We spoke of their fates in hushed
whispers around open fires like ghost stories, conjuring tales, each more horrifying than the
last. I never thought I would become her. The Sacrifice. Ripped from everything I had known,
thrown into a dark and uncertain world, my life in the hands of its purest evil. Nothing could
have prepared me for the truth. Or the growing warmth I felt toward one of my captors. But the
questions remained: What did they want from me? What would happen to me once they took
it? What price was I willing to pay? And what would I be willing to sacrifice to hold onto a love I
never saw coming?

A Wolf Apart
In this stunningly original wolf shifter romance, can a human truly make room in her heart for
the Wild? Thea Villalobos has long since given up trying to be what others expect of her. So in
Elijah Sorensson she can see through the man of the world to a man who is passionate to the
point of heartbreak. But something inside him is dying, and Thea's heart aches for the man
who could so easily become her wolf Elijah Sorensson has all kinds of outward success:
bespoke suits, designer New York City apartment, women clamoring for his attention. Except
Elijah despises the human life he's forced to endure. He's Alpha of the Great North Pack, and
the wolf inside him will no longer be restrained She sizes me up quickly with eyes the color of
ironwood and just as unyielding. "Thea Villalobos," she says, and it takes me a moment to get
my breath back. Thea Villalobos. Goddess of the City of Wolves. Readers are howling for
more: See where the adventure all began in The Last Wolf.

Big Bad Wolf
Bloodrunners Bundle by Rhyannon Byrd,Rhyannon Byrd,Rhyannon Byrd released on May 1,
2008 is available now for purchase.

Hungry Like the Wolf
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A pack broken. A pup in danger. A submissive wolf who will fight with her last breath. Hayden
Scott doesn't know his stroll in the woods is going to start with a backpack full of watermelon
and end with him the new alpha of the Ghost Mountain Pack. A very traumatized pack, and
those are only the shifters he can see. Too many are missing, hiding in the woods or worse.
His wolf doesn't care. He has a pack. One with maple-sryup-covered toddlers, a ten-year-old
boy who smells like wolf right up until he shifts, and a brave woman with green eyes and
serious trust problems who defended her pup with nothing more than a tree branch and sheer
guts. The walk ahead won't be easy, but he has a list. Burn down the den. Deal with the evil
still stalking the woods. Call Mom.

Bait and Switch (A Paranormal Shifter Romance)
"Born with one blue eye and one green, Eyulf was abandoned as an infant and has never
understood why, or what he is Varya is fiercely loyal to the Great North Pack, which took her in
when she was a teenager. While out on patrol, Varya finds Eyulf wounded and starving and
saves his life, at great risk to her own. Legend says his eyes portend the end of the world or
perhaps, the beginning With old and new enemies threatening the Great North, Varya knows
as soon as she sees his eyes that she must keep Eyulf hidden away from the superstitious
wolves who would doom them both. Until the day they must fight to the death for the Pack's
survival, side by side and heart to heart "--Provided by publisher.

Midnight Wolf
When Akira sets out on her quest for the Winter Stone, the last thing she expected was to find
friendship, and definitely not love. Join the wolf that can’t shift in this epic tale of bravery, love,
and duty with the entire My Winter Wolf Trilogy in one place. Includes Wolf’s Whisper, Wolf’s
Echo, and Wolf’s Howl. My Winter Wolf is a paranormal fantasy trilogy with an f/f romance.
Search Terms: paranormal romance, paranormal, f/f romance, lesfic, lesfic books, complete
series, lesfic fantasy, f/f fantasy, f/f paranormal, lesfic paranormal, wolf shifters, shifters, shifter
romance, action adventure, fantasy books, paranormal books, romance books, complete
series,

Season of the Wolf
Akira's quest for the Winter Stone reaches new levels of danger as she starts to question the
motives of her friends. If she's going to survive, she needs to trust thembut can she? With
Ashleigh still angry at her, and Aspen's alpha taking over, it's hard to know who she can rely
on. And when the alpha begins to echo, all wolves must obey. If she can't resist, all will be lostWolf's Echo is book two of the completed fantasy trilogy, My Winter Wolf. It is filled with action,
love, friendship, and sacrifice with an f/f relationship at the centre: #1: Wolf's Whisper#2: Wolf's
Echo#3: Wolf's HowlPrequel: White Wolf, Black WolfSpin-Off: Triple Threat

The Last Werewolf
Prince of Wolves
***Paranormal Reverse Harem*** Four renegade wolf shifters. An innocent young woman
trapped in a web of lies. When their fates collide, sparks will fly Diagnosed with a rare terminal
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illness, I've spent over half my life in the Strand Corporation's state-of-the-art treatment facility.
I keep my chin up and do everything the doctors order, praying one day I'll walk out of here in
perfect health. But when that day finally arrives, it's nothing like I hoped it would be. Instead, it
comes in a hail of gunfire, along with four distractingly handsome men who say they're here to
rescue me. On the run with these mysterious men and hunted by the very people I believed
were my caretakers, I begin to realize nothing is what I thought it was. Turns out, I'm not really
sick. I'm not completely human either Wolf Hunted is the first book in The Last Shifter series, a
slow-burn reverse harem story. If you love heroines with guts, hot alpha men, whychoose
romance, and edge-of-your-seat action, dive into this thrilling new series today!

Wedding the Wolf
"Hot, action-packed, and sexy as hell."-Sara Humphreys, award-winning author of Vampire
Trouble INTRODUCING SWAT: SPECIAL WOLF ALPHA TEAM They're tight They're on target
They're as alpha as men can get The Dallas SWAT team is hiding one helluva secretthey're a
pack of wolf shifters. The team of elite sharpshooters is ultra-secretive-and also the darlings of
Dallas. This doesn't sit well with investigative journalist Mackenzie Stone. They must be hiding
somethingand she's determined to find out what. Keeping Mac at a distance proves impossible
for SWAT team commander Gage Dixon. She's smart, sexy, and makes him feel alive for the
first time in years. But she's getting dangerously close to the truth-and perilously close to his
heart SWAT (Special Wolf Alpha Team) Series Hungry Like the Wolf Wolf Trouble In the
Company of Wolves Praise for Paige Tyler's X-Ops series: "A wild, hot, and sexy ride. I loved
it!"-Terry Spear, USA Today bestselling author of A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing "Dangerously sexy
and satisfying."-Virna DePaul, New York Times bestselling author of the Belladonna Agency
series "Nonstop action and hair-raising storytelling done well."-RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 Stars

The Last Wolf of Ireland
Sink your teeth into the hot new werewolf paranormal romance from USA Today bestselling
author, Steffanie Holmes! Anna It's been five months since my boyfriend was tragically killed in
a climbing accident. I didn't think I was over him until Luke walked on to the archaeological site.
Tall, dark, sexy, tattooed, funny, dangerous. Everything I want in a man. But he's hiding
something. He acts strangely in the moonlight. He won't tell me anything about his life. And I
caught him trying to destroy an important find. My body aches for him, but my heart tells me I'm
not ready to make myself vulnerable again, especially not for a guy who isn't being straight with
me. If only Luke Anna Sinclair - archaeologist, geek girl, totally and utterly delectable. I knew
from the moment her intoxicating scent wafted across my wolf senses, she's meant to be mine.
And that knowledge is terrifying. The last thing I expected was to find my fated mate on an
archaeological site. Whenever I'm near her, all I want to do is claim her. But she's broken. The
last thing she needs in her life is a werewolf out for revenge. I'm here to destroy the site, to
keep my family's past buried forever. If Anna finds out the truth, she'd never speak to me
again. But I can't deny the bond between us. I'll do anything to make her mine. Digging the
Wolf is a standalone paranormal romance by USA Today bestselling author Steffanie Holmes.
Read on if you love archaeological mysteries, badass wolves, a broken heroine, and a hero so
hot he'll have you howling for more.

My Winter Wolf
In a world of danger and uncertainty, the Alpha has enough to worry about without him For
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Alpha Evie Kitwanasdottir, things are never easy. The Great North Pack has just survived a
deadly attack. Evie is determined to do whatever is necessary to keep her Pack safe,
especially from the four Shifters who are their prisoners. Constantine lost his parents and his
humanity on the same devastating day. He has been a thoughtless killer ever since. When
Constantine is moved to live under Evie's watchful eye, he discovers that taking directions and
having a purpose are not the same thing. Each moment spent together brings new revelations
to Constantine, who begins to understand the loneliness of being Alpha. He finds strength and
direction in helping Evie, but there is no room for a small love in the Pack, so Constantine must
work harder than ever to prove to Evie he is capable of a love big enough for the Great North
Pack itself. The Legend of All Wolves Series: The Last Wolf (Book 1) A Wolf Apart (Book 2)
Forever Wolf (Book 3) Season of the Wolf (Book 4) Praise for Maria Vale: "Prepare to be
rendered speechless."—Kirkus Reviews for Forever Wolf "Pushes boundaries, and keeps you at
the edge of your seat."—TERRY SPEAR, USA Today bestselling author, for The Last Wolf
"Wonderfully unique and imaginative. I was enthralled!"—JEANIENE FROST, New York Times
bestselling author, for The Last Wolf "Raw, wild, and intense—captivating to the final
page."—AMANDA BOUCHET, USA Today bestselling author, for The Last Wolf "Enthralling and
excitingthe intricate culture and social mores of the Pack elevate Vale's series."—Booklist for A
Wolf Apart "A brilliant job of developing werewolf cultureVale's nuanced exploration of
werewolf concepts elevates this work above others in the genre."—Publishers Weekly for A Wolf
Apart

Wolf Gone Wild
Despite the frightening stories they've heard about wolves, a boy and girl, living in Ireland in
the 1780's, attempt to defy authority and save the last wolf left in the country.

Wolf's Calling
Sawyer thought the secret he's been hiding could tear his world apart. But it's nothing
compared to what's coming, which may see everything he knows literally turned to ash.With
the first full moon of the New Year, Sawyer learned he was pregnant. Torn in two as he tries to
decide whether to keep it, he tells no one, not even Elliot. But a far worse storm is coming,
heralded by a strange encounter on the mountain, and the arrival of a caravan of other shifters,
seeking sanctuary in pack territory. A war that's been raging since the universe began is
coming to a head, and the final battle will be fought over the pack's mountain. Sawyer and his
unborn child are caught in the middle, unwillingly becoming the point on which the tides of war
will turn. Both sides race to trick, seduce, or destroy him, while Elliot becomes ever more
distant, crumbling under the pressure of being Alpha. Will Sawyer give up everything to end
the war? Choose the safety of himself and his child above the world? Or just turn and run and
forget the consequences? No matter who wins, the world will end. All that remains to be seen
is if it will end in ice, or firePlease Note: This book contains adult language & steamy adult
activities, it is intended for 18+ Adults Only. Novel, approximately 88,000 words in length. HEA
(happy ever after ending). Does not end with a "cliffhanger." Themes include: Paranormal
Romance, werewolves, shifters, ABO, dark, mpreg, Happy Ever After

The Last Wolf
Jaque Pierce was an ordinary 17-year-old girl getting ready to start her senior year in high
school in Coldspring, TX when a mysterious foreign exchange student from Romania moves in
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across the street. Jacque and her two best friends Sally and Jen don’t realize the last two
weeks of their summer are going to get a lot more interesting. From the moment Jacque sets
eyes on Fane, she feels an instant connection, a pull like a moth to a flame. Little does she
know that the flame she is drawn too is actually a Canis Lupus, werewolf, and she just
happens to be his mate, the other half of his soul. The problem is Fane is not the only wolf in
Coldspring. Just as Fane and Jacque are getting to know each other, another wolf steps out to
try and claim Jacque as his mate. Fane will now have to fight for the right to complete the
mating bond, something that is his right by birth but is being denied him by a crazed Alpha. Will
the love Fane has for Jacque be enough to give him the strength to defeat his enemy and will
Jacque accept she is Fane’s mate and complete the bond between them?

The Sacrifice: A Paranormal MC Romance
She’s hiding a dark secret. It already killed her once. Victoria can’t wait to start college, but
there’s a hitch—she can’t remember anything before arriving on campus. Her memories finally
spark when she sees her ruggedly handsome math professor, but she senses something
terrible happened. The shock on his face affirms her fears. Toby is an alpha wolf who never
thought he’d see his true love again—not after she died in his arms. Nothing could have
prepared him for her walking into his class. But to his dismay, not only has she forgotten the
past, she doesn’t even know who she is. He’s determined to do whatever it takes to restore
what they’ve lost. Can Toby help Victoria recover her memories, or will he lose her forever?
USA Today bestselling author, Stacy Claflin, brings you Lost Wolf, the first book in the Curse of
the Moon series. It’s a paranormal romantic suspense saga that features gripping supernatural
drama, surprising twists, dynamic characters, and heart-pounding romance. Read Lost Wolf
today to satisfy your craving for a fast-paced paranormal tale.

The Missing Wolf
Torn apart from her mates, Red must discover the truth about her powers before a ruthless
enemy conquers not only her but all inhabitants of Crimson Hollow.This is the second book in
the Wolves of Crimson Hollow trilogy.

Last Wolf (Bad Wolf Chronicles - Book 3)
When the witches throw me to the wolves they don't mean the cute-as-a-button kind. The
shifters are hot, deadly, and our enemies for centuries. Luckily, I'm Crimson, the last Wolf
Charmer with the badass magical power to control the gorgeous werewolves. Except, my
powers have been bound, and I'm at their mercy. It's make or break time in the savage
kingdoms behind the wall. I have to trust my wolf princes: Moon -- my magical rebel Omega
Amadeus -- my hot incubus Beta Emperor -- my dominant protective Alpha I know that they
hold dark secrets. Will the princes choose me, even when their loyalties are tested? To survive
amongst the wolves, I must: Rule #1 Never be seduced by the wicked prettiness of a Beta Am
I wrong to give in to temptationand pleasure? Either I'll find a way to turn around and lead the
wolves with stronger powers than before or like my parents, I'll be devoured by wolves. Rebel
Werewolves is a Reverse Harem Fantasy Shifter Romance by USA Today bestselling author
Rosemary A Johns with sexy and alluring werewolves, vampires, and angels. Crimson will
never choose only one man out of her pack. Why choose when she can have them all? Click
and devour Only Pretty Betas now. Genres: Reverse harem, paranormal, urban fantasy,
fantasy Themes: Enemies-to-lovers, Forbidden romance, F/M, M/M Heat Level: Hot,
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consensual scenes that are for 18+ only. *** EXCERPT*** Amadeus raised his gloved hand to
my cheek and whispered, "Let me pleasure you." He traced his hands up my inner thighs with
a devilish smile, whilst his hair brushed across my face. Then he crawled down me, popping
open the button of my jeans and sliding them down. He peeked at me through his long lashes,
whilst stroking the crease between my thigh and hip. My skin tingled at each stroke of his
fingers. I was desperate for him to touch me Amadeus already knew what I craved from him
because he'd read my darkest, hidden, and secret desires. Yet I realized how little I knew
about incubi, Betas, the fanatical worshipers of the Kingdom of the Godsor Amadeus himself.
Amadeus was meant to be only a pretty Beta. But what if he was also the deadliest of the
princes?

Bitten
Ruby Callaghan might be the alpha's niece, but that doesn't mean she wants everyone else
controlling her life. At twenty years old, she is young and free, though she's been spending
time with fellow pack-mate, Joel Golding. The male shifter has been pressing her for more, but
Ruby isn't sure she's ready to be mated to anyone. But her alpha has other ideas. To secure
the future of the Dark Ridge wolves, he orders her mating to one of the Golding brothers. The
wrong brother. At twenty-eight, with his massive build and long, dark hair, Ruby has only ever
thought of beta wolf, Holton Golding, as a brute. The thought of being his mate horrifies her,
but she loves her pack. Should she agree with her uncle's plans, or will other events threaten
the security of the Dark Ridge wolves? Get book two in this thrilling paranormal romance
shifter series today!

Hungry for Her Wolves
FBI Special Agent Duncan McGuire spends his days—and his nights—tracking real-life monsters.
Most humans aren’t aware of the vampires and werewolves that walk among them. They don’t
realize the danger that they face, but Duncan knows about the horror that waits in the
darkness. He hunts the monsters, and he protects the innocent. Duncan just never expects to
become a monster. But after a brutal werewolf attack, Duncan begins to change…and soon he
will be one of the very beasts that he has hunted. Dr. Holly Young is supposed to help Duncan
during his transition. It’s her job to keep him sane so that Duncan can continue working with
the FBI’s Para Unit. But as Duncan’s beast grows stronger, the passion that she and Duncan
have held carefully in check pushes to the surface. The desire that is raging between them
could be a very dangerous thing…because Holly isn’t exactly human, not any longer. As the
monsters circle in, determined to take out all of the agents working at the Para Unit, Holly and
Duncan will have to use their own supernatural strengths in order to survive. But as they give
up more of their humanity and embrace the beasts within them both, they realize that the
passion between them isn’t safe, it isn’t controllable, and their dark need may just be an
obsession that could destroy them both.

Wolf Claimed
Prince Owin Being a fierce predator--not at all adorable, despite my graceful stature--the last
thing I needed was a bodyguard. Especially a wolf shifter, whose presence alone was an insult
to my princely principles. As Prince of the Ocelot Shifters, I prided myself on my infallible feline
instincts, uncompromisable dignity, and flawless fashion sense. If having a canine follow me
around at all times wasn't bad enough, I now faced the most important moment of my entire
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life. The time had come to prove I was worthy of my crown. If only I could find a way to get rid
of the pesky bodyguard. Grimmwolf When the King of All Shifters asked me to guard Prince
Owin, I admit I had no idea what to expect. Cat shifters tend to be a little intense, not to
mention kinda cranky. Owin was no exception, though he seemed crankier than most. Being
his bodyguard was proving to be one of the greatest challenges of my life--but not nearly as
great as convincing him there was something special between us. When Owin is faced with a
perilous quest to prove his worth, I was determined to keep him safe, even if the same couldn't
be said of my heart.

A Season of War
Blurb: Alpha WolfOThe Alpha Company wolf pack is on a mission led by commander Victor
Stone. Nothing and no one gets past them. Not even the Ridge Runners, their sworn enemies,
determined to control the entire shifter community of New Mexico. In order to save the lives of
countless shifters and humans, Stone and Alpha Company have to take out the rogue band of
wolves hidden deep in the Sandia Mountains.When one of Victor's wolves is seriously injured
on a mission to rescue a kidnapped child, Victor takes him to the woman who will change
Victor's life forever. Trista Holiday is the only vet Victor trusts with his wolves. She's brilliant, a
skilled surgeon and sexy as hell. Determined to save the life of this wolf, Trista stops at
nothing, even threatening to infiltrate Alpha Company's secret compound to ensure his
health..Without a choice, Victor takes the sexy and troublesome veterinarian to his secret
hideaway and there they discover the passion and connection that make each other complete.
Determined to cause as much destruction as possible, the Ridge Runners kidnap Trista to
draw Victor out of his sanctuary. As she lies dying in his arms, Victor knows there is only one
thing he can do to save her life and his own soul. Now, they are a family, a pack, and together
they will fight for their land, their lives and the future of their species against all enemies.

Bloodrunners Bundle
This volume of essays presents innovative research from a variety of perspectives on the
cultural significance of wolves, children raised by wolves, and werewolves, as portrayed in
different media and genres.

The Prince and His Bedeviled Bodyguard
My world was a gray blur until I met them. My shifters. The men who rescued me from the lie I
was living. For a brief moment, even in the midst of chaos, I found happiness. Then Strand
found me again. Now my new life hangs in the balance. Doctor Shepherd isn't done with his
little experiment, and he wants me back, alive. When Strand hunters rip me away from
everything good I fought so hard for, something inside me snaps. But when my wolf is finally
called, her untamed power upends everything in my life--including my relationships with the
four shifter men who mean more to me than anything. There's a monster inside me. And she'll
either save me or destroy me. Wolf Called is the second book in The Last Shifter series, a
reverse harem story intended for ages 18+. This book contains strong language, violence,
sexual situations, and a heroine who doesn't have to choose between her men.

Wolf's Echo
I'm Anastasia Noble, and shortly after moving to college, my life changed forever.I became a
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familiar, bonded to a wolf for life and arrested simply for existing.I woke up in the famous
Familiar Empire community where I have to learn to bond with my wolf, or I can never
leave.Never again see those whom I love.Bonding is my only option, if you could even call it an
option, but add in familiars going missing every week, plus being stuck in a cabin with three
mysterious, attractive, male familiars and their maddening animalsthis is not going to be
easy.17+ RH
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